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The Covid 19 Closet Cleanup Collaboration Project is an opportunity for all members of The Weavers 

Guild of Boston to come together to create an expression about this current condition of lockdown 

during the pandemic of Covid 19.  Many of you are able to be creative and productive at home with your 

various projects.  Please consider how you might contribute to this collaboration.   

Here is are three examples of how you might put your own swatches together.  I’ve swished through my 

pile of fabric scraps, pieces that I just never threw away.  There were headers, and ‘failed’ samples, but 

also cuttings left over from projects dating back to the 1980’s.  I chose mostly from the cotton scraps.   

photo 1 is the pile of scraps  photo 2 is a block made with the ‘Log Cabin’ idea 

 

                                    

 

For the Crazy Quilt/Log Cabin block, the pieces were odd sizes that needed to match somehow to begin 

the structure. This is not a traditional block form.   I machine stitched the joining seam with both a 

straight stitch and a zigzag stitch keeping the seam to ¼”.  If you have a serger, you may do this in one 

step.  I pressed the seam to one side and top stitched to secure the seam would stay flat.  I looked at the 

scraps and built the block by trial and error.  My own critique of this particular block is that it is not a 

beauty.  When, however, other blocks come to play alongside this one, I hope the magic of color play 

with companion blocks will give this one a place within the whole statement.  

Another option for your quilt is to make a house block.  There are many free patterns available online 

that have house theme.  The 9” dimension is compatible with a 9 Patch quilt format.   Please make the 

theme block 9” x 9”. To give seam allowance during assembly.  The diagram below represents the sewn 



together dimension with the block measurement at 8” sq.  The Attic Windows frame will be added to 

each block during final assembly to build up to the required dimension. 

 I chose to create my own scene for an applique style block.  I drew a thumbnail to get the idea going. 

The stitched details include needle weaving to add blue and white in the sky, a looped smoke ring, 

herring bone stitch on the tall tree, and ribbon roses on the picket fence.  You can have fun doing this 

type of house theme, and when they are gathered within the quilt, I believe we will all be pleased to find 

our home in the Village.  Please come to the Block Party! 

Photo 3 a thumbnail drawing    Photo 4 expressed as an Applique block 

                 

Photo 5 Attic Window pattern for assembly format  

         

  



Photo 6  Cat Block, available from online free quilt patterns.    If you wish to represent a snuggle buddy 

during this trying time, there are several options, here is my Comfort Cat.   

 

  


